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l.Ahead oftime
2.Overdue
3.A black sheep

4.Pin money
5.Let you down
6.Pressed for
time
7.Goof off
8.Go the whole
hog
9.Work like a
horse
10.In due time
l l.In a brown
study
12;Go-getter
13.A rare bird
14.Put you off
15.The line's
share
16.,4 fish out of
water
lT.Drop you in
18.Look down at
19.Money to
burn
20.Stand for
21.Break out
22.Comeinto
money

A. choose the appropriate idiom from the box to complete the sentences. (3)

1-Unfortunately he can't attend to your needs right this second. He's tremendously.....,..

2-The supreme courl decided to look into the matter........

3- Some students hand in their term-papers when they are weeks...............

4-He knows what he wants out of life and he works hard for it and gets. He is a
real.......,..

5- He did allthat he could to make the wedding memorable. He really..
to make it a success.

6-He didn't notice my entering home. As if he was in &.....,...............

7-Ali is always in trouble and...."............... of the family. others are honest and
respectable.

8-She doesn't need two cars but he's always had............

9-He will never .........You can always depend on his help.

10-He didn't know anyone at the party and felt like...... ..... among others.

11-You are ................... in these parts! I haven't seen you here for at least four years.

l2-They are very snobbish. They ......... ... poor people,

B- Translate the following expressions to n'arsi. (6)

1- Neck and neck
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2- Set a thief to catch a thief.

3- Don't cast pearls before swine'

4- You cannot teach an old dog new tricks.

5- Money does not grow on trees

6-The pot calls the kettle black.

7-work against the clock

8-He is wet behind the ears.

9-A stitch in time saves nine.

1O-cut corners

1 l-tw'o blacks do not make a white.

12- Make hay when the sun shines.

C- Translate the sentences into Farsi. (5)

1- Father asked us to stop fooling around and set to work'

2-Thead hoc committee willregulate the pre=ices through the assessment of price and demand

3-the chamber of commerce commented in favor of the bill of the new imports'

4-The ship was at the mercy of the waves.

5-it is getting really dark, we need to call it a day.

6- When Ahmad moved toTabrizin search ofjob, he though the streets were paved with gold'

7- Time heals old pains, while it creates new ones'

g-The news of my winning the prizecame out like a bolt out of the blue because I had totally forgotten that I

had contested for it.

9- Ahmad really put his back into painting the house and finished it in no ti
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1O-Mr' Lawson was trying to take away one of our best customers by undercutting our prices, But he
changed horse midstream.

D- Translate the followings into English. (5)
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E- write the collocations and transrate the expressions.(r)

1-Once bitten, ......

2-To go to school

3-have a ....."..,. in one,s stomach

4- like red rag
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